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CFTC – gold bears ascendant  
 
 
The latest CFTC data shows some interesting trends, in particular gold with speculative 
longs liquidating and fresh short positions seeing net speculative length fall by 
139.2 tonnes or around 41%. The net speculative long position is at the lowest level this 
year. Speculative length is at the lowest level in five weeks, while speculative shorts are at 
the highest level since end-July 2013.  

Dollar strength has been a key factor in gold’s move lower, so it will be interesting to see 
whether the recovery over the past few days makes any difference. Physical demand for 
gold has re-emerged over the past couple of weeks, and the market is shorter than it has 
been for a very long time, thereby raising fears of a short-covering episode.  

Silver by way of contrast saw very little change in positioning, with gentle liquidation of 
longs and some profit-taking by shorts. Silver is now marginally long, to the tune of 
23.3 mt; however, it continues to struggle, with $15/oz still holding a degree of 
gravitational pull.  

The PGMs were also similarly unmoved from a positioning standpoint, though palladium 
has seen shorts head for cover, given the metal’s durability in the face of weaker 
platinum and indeed gold and silver prices. While a reduction in speculative shorts was 
the most obvious trend last week in palladium, longs also reduced holdings, albeit to a far 
lesser degree.  

Interestingly, copper has seen a pretty reasonable reduction in speculative length, with 
the recent choppiness in the price seeing both longs and shorts head for the exit. 
Open interest remains fairly elevated, while the market is still short-heading into year-
end. Dec-March is already tightening and in a small backwardation, implying that the 
Comex forward curve may well follow the LME and SHFE into a pretty nasty 
backwardation as nearby December short positions are rolled forward. 

By Leon Westgate 

Futures market positioning and ETF holdings for week ending 07 November 
2014  
 Gold Silver Platinum Palladium Crude oil 

(WTI) 
Crude oil 

(Brent) 
Copper 

Speculative longs 560.1 8,271.1 2,025.7 2,582.2 412.1 395.8 536.3 
 - Change -71.3 -25.7 8.5 -4.9 11.7 0.0 -80.5 
Speculative shorts 363.2 8,247.8 943.9 301.1 127.3 185.6 831.0 
 - Change 67.9 -64.8 2.2 -63.6 9.2 142.0 -28.6 
Net speculative length 196.9 23.3 1,081.8 2,281.1 284.8 406.9 -294.8 
 - Change -139.2 39.1 6.3 58.7 2.4 0.0 -51.9 
Net speculative length 
as a % of open 
interest 

8.9% 0.1% 35.2% 61.1% 12.0% 19.1% -15.7% 

 - Change -7.4% 0.1% 0.8% 1.6% -0.6% 0.0% -3.1% 
EFT holdings 1,681.

5 
20,558.0 2,711.1 3,025.9    

 - Change -23.2 26.4 27.2 50.4    
Source: CFTC, COMEX, NYMEX, Various ETF’s, Standard Bank Research 
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Base metals 

Base metals have come under pressure heading into Monday afternoon, in spite of 
decent Chinese trade data over the weekend and a stable dollar. Concerns over the 
potential for over-invoicing in China remain, while weaker-than-expected imports 
suggest that the domestic economy still has some way to go; however, the data wasn’t 
terrible by any means.  

Aluminium failed to break above key trend-line resistance last week and has since come 
under pressure heading into Monday. The metal has seen decent two-way interest, 
while the nearby spreads are starting to ease off amid weaker outright prices.  

Copper started brightly but came under selling pressure heading into the afternoon. 
Spreads remains tight while strike action at the large Antamina mine in Peru will likely 
lend background support to prices. Worth noting in terms of LME stocks was a  
2,225 mt increase in LME inventory. The main locations were Singapore and Johor, with 
the inflow likely related to the recent nearby spread tightness. The key will be whether 
further stock flows are seen over the coming days or whether this was a one-off. 
Turnover is pretty disappointing, however, with copper slipping behind zinc and 
aluminium in terms of Select turnover heading into Monday afternoon.  

In terms of the latest Chinese trade data, imports of unwrought copper and products 
came in at 400kt in October, up 2.6% m/m. While this looks good on paper, it’s worth 
noting that October is 3.3% longer than September. The number is nevertheless solid, 
albeit not quite as positive as it first appears.  

Zinc and lead have been reasonably busy, the key feature being a solid lead price and 
strong buying interest in zinc as the metal plays catch up to its heavier and more toxic 
sibling. Lead’s relative outperformance over the past week (benign neglect rather than 
anything else) saw the lead zinc differential shrink from a $300 premium of zinc over 
lead to $215. With zinc finding some support today, however, and lead merely plodding 
along, that differential has widened again to $240/mt.  

                                                                                                     By Leon Westgate 

Base metals 

Chinese financial steels gapped up in early trade and then remained range-bound for 
the remainder of the day. IO was more subdued, although higher on the day. Coke and 
coking coal also rallied into the close as stocks continued to fall; however, thermal was 
largely range-bound to lower.  

Immediate steel production cuts were urgently requested for nearly all mills in Hebei last 
Friday evening to improve Beijing’s “blue” air quality during this week’s APEC event 
until this Wednesday (12 Nov), effectively impacting up to 1/3 of China’s mills, 
particularly those within a 200km radius of China’s capital. However, as with prior 
notifications, there appears to be flex available to some, including night operations, 
especially in the case of pig iron production rates, making analysis of the impact murky. 
We tend to believe that a week of lower construction demand and lower steel supplies 
will amount to a paltry c.3.4mt of lower iron ore demand, since BFs will likely only turn 
down to 70%, rather than turn off entirely, despite sinter strands being required to 
reduce by 50% and rolling mills by up to 100% in many cases. There may also be a 
“catch-up” period afterwards to try to beat winter’s onslaught.   

China’s October CPI came in at 1.6% y/y, (flat with September), providing further room 
for potential interest rate easing, subject to winter food inflation concerns, while PPI fell 
2.2% y/y, dropping for the 32nd month in a row, after falling 1.8% y/y in September, 
largely due to falling energy costs. New loans data is expected to print tomorrow.    
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Chinese exports in October were better than expected, suggesting that foreign demand 
may be stronger than global investors had anticipated. Exports grew 11.6% y/y, ahead 
of a strong Christmas order season, while imports grew 4.6% y/y. China has also 
approved $113bn of air and rail projects. China’s trade surplus widened to $45.6bn.  

Shanghai Equities rose 2.3% to 2,474 points, with the SHA-HK exchange hook-up set 
to debut next Monday (17-Nov). Certain far north construction stocks (Xian/Xinjiang-
based) were also supported on the back of last week’s RMB 40bn fund to support Silk 
Road developments. Poly Real Estate saw its Oct sq m sales up 19% y/y. Shanghai  
7-day interbank rates at 3.15%. Spot Currency traded at 6.1199, while the PBOC 
reference rate set at 6.1377.  

Shanghai Rebar Futures Jan-15 contract closed up RMB 34/t at RMB 2,662/t, while 
the May-15 contract lifted RMB 21/t at RMB 2,557/t. 

Dazong HRC Dec-14 futures shifted up RMB 19/t to RMB 2,864/t, while SHFE HRC 
Jan-15 futures increased by RMB 38/t to RMB 2,874/t. 

Among physical steels, Tangshan billet prices rose RMB 20/t over the weekend back to 
RMB 2,440/t, after falling RMB 20/t on Friday. Rebar prices rose RMB 20/t in 
Shanghai, while falling RMB 20/t in Beijing, on APEC uncertainties and rising stocks. 
HRC prices rose RMB 10/t in Shanghai, while remaining stable in Beijing, as stocks fell 
in both cities. Total rebar stocks fell 0.11mt to 4.125mt last week, while total HRC 
stocks fell 0.033mt to 2.7mt w/w. China exported 8.55mt of steel in October, a fresh 
record, while YTD exports totalled 73.89mt, up 42.2% y/y. China has meanwhile 
imported a net 12.09mt YTD, up 4% y/y, taking October YTD net exports to 61.8mt. 
The US ITC determined that NOES imports from China were injuring the domestic 
industry, setting a 158.88% countervailing subsidy rate for future imports.  

Dalian Commodity Exchange IO active Jan-15 contract closed up RMB 2/t to  
RMB 539/t, while the May-15 contract closed up RMB 2/t to RMB 514/t. Chinese IO 
port stocks fell 0.94mt to 106.24mt. China has imported 778.43mt YTD October, up 
16.5% y/y. Among physical iron ore in a quiet day of uncertainty amid APEC issues in 
Northern China, globalORE saw the market between $74.40/t and $75.80/t, with no 
deals struck. Local Chinese platform COREX likewise saw no cargoes transacted.  

The TSI Fe 62% China CFR price index came in unchanged at $75.50/t (MTD: 
$76.25/t). The Platts Fe 62% index fell 50 cents to $75.50/t, while the TSI Fe 58% 
index rose 40 cents to $67.80/t (MTD: $68.97/t). The Metal Bulletin Fe 62% index is 
down $0.04/t to $75.80/t, while its Fe 58% index is up $0.42/t to $63.55/t. Argus 
Fe 62% printed at $74.10/t. Mysteel’s Fe 62% index fell 25 cents to $75.25/t, while 
its Fe 58% index remained at $66.75/t. 

In IO supply news, Port Hedland Teekay tugboat engineers are still planning to strike on 
Wednesday, while deckhands have now agreed a pay/holiday settlement. IOC-RioT 
suffered a train derailment late last week, following a landslide, with railway traffic 
suspended. Vale has opened its $1.4bn Malaysian Teluk Rubiah port & freight 
distribution terminal. FMG has received $2bn in IO pre-payments from traders as a 
means of bolstering its balance sheet, as IO prices fall close to its break-even point. Its 
C1 costs fell to $29/wmt, while its output reached 172.8mt (14.4mt) annualised in 
October. Mt Gibson plans to ship 6-6.4mt in FY15, down from 6.7mt prior, following a 
delayed fix from 4 to 12-weeks to its 4mtpa Koolan Island main pit, after a seawall 
collapse.  

The Baltic Exchange Cape index shifted 1.9% lower to $25,620/day, with C3 at 
$23.73/t and C5 at $9.677/t, while C4 is $12.02/t and C7 is $13.335/t. FFA Cal15 
capes are trading in the $14,300/day range, while Nov-Dec is trading in the 
$20,800/day range.  
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Last Friday, US October payrolls growth was weaker than expected, taking away reasons 
for an early Fed Reserve interest rate rise, although the US unemployment rate fell from 
5.9% to 5.8%. However, German IP increased by only 1.4% in September, also weaker 
than expected (forecasts: 2%). The Bank of Russia has cut its 2015 growth forecasts to 
zero on the assumption on continuing sanctions and an oil price below $95/bbl. 
Fighting in East Ukraine has meanwhile intensified near Donetsk, with rebels reputedly 
violating cease-fire agreements and Ukraine accusing Russia of expanding its military 
presence, including tanks and other military vehicles.    

For Q1:15 thermal coal prices, API 2 is trading at $71.55/t; API 4 is trading at 
$66.05/t; while Newcastle is trading at $63.95/t. Among physical deals, ARA traded 
Dec at $74.10/t and Jan at $73/t, while NEWC Dec traded at $62/t, then $62.50/t, 
up 50-$1.t from last week. An RB1 cargo then traded at $64/t, up 75 cents from 
Friday.  

NEWC PWCS Carrington Wharf should return to partial service on Wednesday, following 
structural repairs to wharf conveyor gantries. Australia shipped 33.23mt in October, up 
3.7% y/y, with Qld at 19.2mt (up 8.1% y/y) and NSW at 14.04mt (off 1.8% y/y). 
Japan is to resume its 1.78GW Sendai nuclear power plant in Kagoshima by 2Q next 
year, following safety clearance inspections. Japan imported 11.7mt of thermal in 
September, off 8% m/m, but up from 11.2mt y/y. A particularly cold winter is being 
predicted for Europe this year – potentially the 10th-worst since 1981. 

Zhengzhou Futures Jan-15 thermal contract prices increased RMB 2.80/t to  
RMB 496.60/t, while the May-15 contract closed RMB 2.8/t lower at RMB 488.20/t. 
5500 kcal China CFR prices are in the $63-65/t range. Daqin coal handling is running 
0.3mt/day lower than early September’s 1.25mt/day rate.  

China is looking to reduce 2015 coal imports by 50-100mt from last year’s 327mt 
levels, according to a recent NDRC meeting, with monthly import averages set to drop 
from 27mt/mth to 19mt/mth, with thermal likely to be the hardest hit. Indonesia is 
likely to remain protected by its free-trade agreement. China will also attempt to crack 
down on illegal domestic mining, with up to 0.7bn tonnes to be cut unless proper 
approvals are granted.   

China imported 20.1mt of coal in October, off 5% m/m (20.1mt) and 17% y/y 
(24.4mt). YTD, October China has imported 243mt of coal, off 7.7% from last year’s 
263mt levels.   

Premium Hard Coking Coal spot prices are trading in the $108-113/t Qld FOB range, 
with China CFR prices ranging $118-123/t, although noting that a spot prompt low-
vol panama vessel traded into India at c.$115/t FOB. TSI FOB Qld printed at 
$113.50/t, while China CFR printed at $124.00/t. MB FOB Qld printed at 
$113.40/t, while China CFR printed at $123.09/t. The Argus Qld fob index printed at 
$112.83/t.  

On the Dalian Exchange, Jan-15 coke price rose RMB 5/t higher to RMB 1,068/t, 
while the May-15 contract traded RMB 10/t up to RMB 1,064/t. Among Dalian HCC 
prices, Jan-15 contract prices lifted RMB 11/t to RMB 761/t, while the May-15 
contract traded RMB 11/t higher to RMB 759/t. 

By Melinda Moore 
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Commodities Data 
Base Metals          
LME 3 month   Open Close High Low Daily change Change (%) Cash Settle Change in cash 

settle 
Cash - 3m 

Aluminium 2,071 2,055 2,078 2,053 -16 -0.77 2,077.00 25 0.00 
Copper 6,653 6,715 6,715 6,639 62 0.93 6,720.50 40 77.15 
Lead 2,014 2,036 2,037 2,004 22 1.09 1,997.00 18 -5.75 
Nickel 15,400 15,425 15,633 15,320 25 0.16 15,265.00 10 -58.00 
Tin 19,925 20,230 20,225 19,901 305 1.53 20,025.00 175 2.00 
Zinc 2,227 2,245 2,256 2,225 18 0.81 2,228.00 11 -4.50 
          
LME inventory  Today Yesterday In Out One day 

change 
YTD change 

(mt) 
Cancelled 

warrants (mt) 
Cancelled 

warrants (%) 
Contract 
turnover 

Aluminium 4,421,275 4,427,975 0 6,700 -6,700 -1,036,800 2,514,050 57 251,724 
Copper 161,900 159,775 2,225 100 2,125 -204,525 30,000 19 137,351 
Lead 218,575 220,550 0 1,975 -1,975 4,125 11,525 5 54,897 
Nickel 389,334 387,222 2,850 738 2,112 127,698 86,580 22 55,102 
Tin 10,145 10,245 25 125 -100 460 1,995 20 4,548 
Zinc 693,775 695,850 0 2,075 -2,075 -239,700 113,600 16 113,347 
          
Shanghai 3-
month 

Open Last 1d  Change   COMEX Open Close Change Change (%) 

Aluminium 13850 13835 -50  Ali Feb'14 - - - - 
Copper 47090 47390 360  Cu Feb'14 303.85 304.5 0.65 0.21 
Zinc 19,925 20,230 0       
          
Precious metals          
 AM Fix PM Fix High bid Low offer Closing bid Daily change    
Gold 1,172.00 1,154.50 1,178.84 1,131.24 1,177.88 -53.89    
Silver - 15.42 15.80 15.06 15.79 -1.40    
Platinum 1,195.00 1,198.00 1,219.10 1,187.00 1,215.00 -40.10    
Palladium 754.00 763.00 775.95 749.40 772.00 -7.30    
          
Forwards (%) 1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months 12 months     
Gold -0.135 -0.0875 -0.0575 0.01 0.1375     
Silver 0.62 0.616 0.618 0.612 0.568     
USD Libor 0.1573 0.202 0.2326 0.32665 0.5663     
          
Technical 
Indicators 

30-day RSI 10-day MA 20-day MA 100-day MA 200-day MA Support Resistance   

Gold 38.63 1,177.83 1,207.82 1,263.13 1,281.95 1,166.53 1,177.50   
Silver 30.46 16.14 16.73 18.96 19.50 15.60 15.84   
Platinum 34.02 1,230.18 1,245.63 1,382.68 1,411.66 1,205.17 1,218.12   
Palladium 44.71 780.41 775.83 836.44 812.93 766.35 775.60   
          
Active Month 
Future 

COMEX GLD COMEX SLV NYMEX PAL NYMEX PLAT DGCX GLD TOCOM GLD CBOT GLD   

Settlement 1171.2 15.67 770.55 1212.8 1171.4 4289 1169.8   
Open Interest 437477 169875 34406 60032 1265 93516 4   
Change in Open 
Interest 

43045 36588 -1932 -1002 -1 -9226 -309   

          
Energy          
Energy futures 
pricing 

1 month Change 2 month Change 3 month Change 6 month Change  

Sing Gasoil 
($/bbbl) 

97.505 1.10 97.994 1.45 98.352 1.42 99.393 1.31  

Gasoil 0.1% 
Rdam ($/mt) 

753.75 13.00 752 13.00 748.5 12.25 763.5 10.50  

NWE CIF jet 
($/mt) 

816.34 11.98 811 14.39 807.2 12.29 809.13 9.88  

Singapore Kero 
($/bbl) 

99.92 0.93 99.764 1.42 99.652 1.45 99.663 1.31  

3.5% Rdam 
barges ($/mt) 

434.394 2.04 433.467 2.98 436.117 2.71 443.727 2.92  

1% Fuel Oil FOB 
($/mt) 

442.16 2.00 442.22 3.23 444.93 2.52 453.92 3.11  

Sing FO180 
Cargo ($/mt) 

471.052 3.10 470.842 4.21 469.492 3.42 473.852 3.38  

          
Thermal coal Q3 14 Change Q4 14 Change Q1 15 Change Cal 15 Change  
API2 (CIF ARA) 74.50 -0.50 77.05 -0.45 78.65 -0.35 80.45 -0.40  
API4 (FOB RBCT) 73.85 -0.15 74.05 -0.20 75.25 -0.05 76.75 -0.10  
Source: LME, COMEX, NYMEX, Bloomberg, Standard Bank Research 
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Commodity Data (cont.) 
Bulks       
Steel—Physical Latest Price 1-day 1-week 1-month 3-month 6-month 
Turkish Scrap 80:20 (Iskinderun CFR)  $/t 299.14 -6.95% -10.34% -20.34% -19.69% -21.39% 
China Tangshan Steel Billet $/t 403.00 0.75% -0.49% -8.20% -12.39% -18.42% 
China HRC export (Shanghai FOB) $/t 478.00 -0.83% -2.25% -7.36% -8.08% -8.95% 
North Europe HRC domestic (ex-works) $/t 417.50 0.00% -1.76% 0.60% -2.91% -2.91% 
North America HRC domestic (Midwest FOB) $/t 640.00 -0.16% -2.44% -5.19% -8.57% -4.76% 
       
Steel—Futures       
LME Billet Cash  $/t 460.00 0.00% 2.74% 10.51% 19.48% 100.00% 
LME Billet Futures (1-mth) $/t 460.00 0.00% 2.68% 10.18% 19.17% 99.13% 
LME Steel Billet Stocks—change 0.00 - - - - - 
Shanghai Rebar Futures (Active contract) $/t 432.15 0.85% 6.45% -13.09% -19.59% -22.57% 
Shanghai Rebar Futures On-Warrant Stocks—change -2690.00 - - - - - 
China Steel Inventory (million tonnes) 10.43 -3.20% -14.23% -16.24% -32.46% -21.16% 
       
Iron ore       
China Iron Ore Fines  (62% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t       
China Iron Ore Fines  (58% Fe; CFR Tianjin) $/t       
SGX AsiaClear IO Swaps 62% Fe $/t (1-mth) 76.33 -1.90% -5.25% -19.44% -27.09% -43.27% 
China Iron Ore Inventory (million tonnes) 99.53 -0.28% -1.34% -3.43% -4.55% 33.78% 
       
Coking coal       
Premium Hard Coking Coal (Qld FOB) $/t 110.95 0.00% -2.50% -2.80% -4.44% -23.59% 
       
Capesize freight       
Saldanha South Africa-Beilun China 18.80 0.00% 45.74% 9.30% 34.77% 10.91% 
       
Financials pricing       
RMB Currency 6.12 0.01% -0.18% -0.56% -1.88% 0.47% 
China 7-day repo 3.15 -1.56% 1.61% -11.27% -1.56% -16.45% 
Shanghai Equities Composite  2473.67 1.80% 4.17% 11.19% 20.50% 17.27% 
Source: LME,, Bloomberg, Standard Bank Research 
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Disclaimer 

This material is non-independent research. Non-independent research is a "marketing communication" 

This material is "non-independent research".  Non-independent research is a "marketing communication" as defined in the UK FCA 
Handbook. It has not been prepared in accordance with the full legal requirements designed to promote independence of research and 
is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. 

Additional information with respect to any security referred to herein may be made available on request. This material is for the general 
information of institutional and market professionals’ clients of Standard Bank Group (SBG) only. Recipients who are not market 
professionals or institutional investor customers of SBG should seek advice of their independent financial advisor prior to taking any 
investment decision based on this communication or for any necessary explanation of its content. It does not take into account the 
particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual clients. Before acting on any advice or recommendations in 
this material, clients should consider whether it is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional advice. 
The information, tools and material presented in this marketing communication are provided to you for information purposes only and 
are not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or other financial 
instruments, nor shall it, or the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract relating to 
such action. This material is based on information that we consider reliable, but SBG does not warrant or represent (expressly or 
impliedly) that it is accurate, complete, not misleading or as to its fitness for the purpose intended and it should not be relied upon as 
such. The information and opinions contained in this document were produced by SBG as per the date stated and may be subject to 
change without prior notification Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. We 
endeavour to update the material in this report on a timely basis, but regulatory compliance or other reasons may prevent us from 
doing so. 

SBG or its employees may from time to time have long or short positions in securities, warrants, futures, options, derivatives or other 
financial instruments referred to in this material. Where SBG designates NON- INDEPENDENT Research to be a “marketing 
communication”, that term is used in SBG’s Research Policy. This policy is available from the Research Compliance Office at SBG. SBG 
does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its non-independent research reports including Marketing Communications. 
As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. 
Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. 

SBG has published a Conflicts of Interest Policy that is available upon request which describes the organisational and administrative 
arrangements for the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest. Further disclosures required under the FCA Conduct of Business 
Sourcebook and other regulatory bodies are available on request from the Research Compliance Department and or Global Conflicts 
Control Room, unless otherwise stated, share prices provided within this material are as at the close of business on the day prior to the 
date of the material. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or 
distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of SBG. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this 
report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of SBG or its affiliates. 

SBG believes the information and opinions in the Disclosure Appendix of this report are accurate and complete. Information and 
opinions presented in the other sections of this communication were obtained or derived from sources SBG believes are reliable, but 
SBG makes no representations as to their accuracy or completeness. Additional information is available upon request. SBG accepts no 
liability for loss arising from the use of the material presented in this report, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the 
extent that liability arises under specific statutes or regulations applicable to SBG. 

The services, securities and investments discussed in this material may not be available to nor suitable for all investors. Investors should 
make their own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and it should be noted that 
investment involves risk, including the risk of capital loss. Past performance is no guide to future performance. In relation to securities 
denominated in foreign currency, movements in exchange rates will have an effect on the value, either favourable or unfavourable. 
Some investments discussed in this marketing communication have a high level of volatility. High volatility investments may experience 
sudden and large falls in their value causing losses when that investment is realised. Those losses may equal your original investment. 
Indeed, in the case of some investments the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment, in such circumstances you 
may be required to pay more money to support those losses. Income yields from investments may fluctuate and, in consequence, initial 
capital paid to make them investment may be used as part of that income yield. Some investments may not be readily realisable and it 
may be difficult to sell or realize those investments, similarly it may prove difficult for you to obtain reliable information about the 
value, or risks, to which such an investment is exposed. 
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